BSD-2S: 12MM 2-WIRE INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SENSOR SUPPLIED
FOR USE WITH RMS SERIES CONTROLLER
OR OTHER USER SUPPLIED CONTROLLER (PLC, DCS, ect.)

BSD-3S: 12MM 3-WIRE INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SENSOR SUPPLIED
FOR USE WITH MSD-800 SERIES CONTROLLER WITH READOUT
OR OTHER USER SUPPLIED CONTROLLER (PLC, DCS, ect.)

BSD-0S: NO SENSOR SUPPLIED.
USER SUPPLIES 12MM (1/2") INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SENSOR AND CONTROLLER

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

**BSD-2S**
- 2-WIRE SENSOR
- 10-55 VDC INPUT
- 400mA OUTPUT

**BSD-3S**
- 3-WIRE SENSOR
- 10-36 VDC INPUT
- <200mA OUTPUT, NPN

**BSD-0S**
- USER SUPPLIED INDUCTIVE SENSOR